Abstract. When one studies the structure (e.g. graded ideals, graded subspaces, radicals,. . . ) or graded polynomial identities of graded algebras, the grading group itself does not play an important role, but can be replaced by any other group that realizes the same grading. Here we come to the notion of weak equivalence of gradings: two gradings are weakly equivalent if there exists an isomorphism between the graded algebras that maps each graded component onto a graded component. Each group grading on an algebra can be weakly equivalent to G-gradings for many different groups G, however it turns out that there is one distinguished group among them called the universal group of the grading. In this paper we study categories and functors related to the notion of weak equivalence of gradings. In particular, we introduce an oplax 2-functor that assigns to each grading its support and show that the universal grading group functor has neither left nor right adjoint.
Introduction
When studying graded algebras, one encounters three main types of equivalences of gradings, namely, isomorphism (see Definition 1.1 below), equivalence (see Definition 1.2) and weak equivalence (see Definition 1.4) . In this paper, we develop a categorical framework to deal with graded algebras up to a weak equivalence, which is the least restrictive equivalence among the three equivalences mentioned above.
Recall that a decomposition Γ : A = g∈G A (g) of an algebra A over a field F into a direct sum of subspaces A (g) is a grading on A by a group G if A (g) A (h) ⊆ A (gh) for all g, h ∈ G. Then we say that G is the grading group of Γ and the algebra A is graded by G. be two gradings where G and H are groups and A and B are algebras. Now we are ready to introduce three types of equivalences of gradings. The most restrictive case is when we require that both grading groups coincide: Definition 1.1 (e.g. [8, Definition 1.15] ). The gradings (1.1) are isomorphic if G = H and there exists an isomorphism ϕ : A → B of algebras such that ϕ(A (g) ) = B (g) for all g ∈ G. In this case we say that A and B are graded isomorphic.
In some cases, such as in [10] , less restrictive requirements are more suitable. Remark 1.3. The notion of graded equivalence was considered by Yu. A. Bahturin, S. K. Seghal, and M. V. Zaicev in [4, Remark after Definition 3] . In the paper of V. Mazorchuk and K. Zhao [18] it appears under the name of graded isomorphism. A. Elduque and M. V. Kochetov refer to this notion as a weak isomorphism of gradings [8, Section 3.1] . More on differences in the terminology in graded algebras can be found in [10, §2.7] .
If one studies the graded structure of a graded algebra or its graded polynomial identities [1, 2, 3, 9, 12] , then it is not material by elements of which group the graded components are indexed. A replacement of the grading group leaves both graded subspaces and graded ideals graded. In the case of graded polynomial identities reindexing the graded components leads only to renaming the variables. Here we come naturally to the notion of weak equivalence of gradings. A (e) = F e 11 ⊕ F e 22 , A (σ) = 0 for σ = e, (123), (132) (here S 3 is the symmetric group on three elements and (123), (132) are the cycles of length 3), is an S 3 -grading on A weakly equivalent to Γ 1 via ϕ = id A .
For a grading Γ : A = g∈G A (g) , we denote by supp Γ := {g ∈ G | A (g) = 0} its support.
Remark 1.7. Each weak equivalence ϕ between gradings Γ 1 and Γ 2 induces a bijection ψ : supp Γ 1 → supp Γ 2 defined by ϕ A (g) = B (ψ(g)) for g ∈ supp Γ 1 .
Obviously, if gradings are isomorphic, then they are equivalent and if they are equivalent then they are also weakly equivalent. It is important to notice that none of the converse is true. However, if gradings (1.1) are weakly equivalent and ϕ : A → B is the corresponding isomorphism of algebras, then Γ 3 : A = h∈H ϕ −1 B (h) is a grading on A isomorphic to Γ 2 and the grading Γ 3 is obtained from Γ 1 just by reindexing the homogeneous components. Therefore, when gradings (1.1) are weakly equivalent, we say that Γ 1 can be regraded by T . If A = B and ϕ in Definition 1.4 is the identity map, we say that Γ 1 and Γ 2 are realizations of the same grading on A as, respectively, an G-and a H-grading.
As we have mentioned above, for many applications it is not important which particular grading among weakly equivalent ones we consider. Thus, if it is possible, one can try to replace the grading group by a better one. For example, in [7] and [14] the authors studied the question, whether it is always possible to regrade a grading by a finite group. The situation, when this is possible, is very convenient since the algebra graded by a finite group G is an F G-comodule algebra and, in turn, an (F G) * -module algebra where F G is the group algebra of G, which is a Hopf algebra, and (F G) * is its dual. In this case one can use the techniques of Hopf algebra actions instead of working with a grading directly (see e.g. [11] ).
Each group grading on an algebra can be realized as a G-grading for many different groups G, however it turns out that there is one distinguished group among them [8, Definition 1.17] , [20] . Definition 1.8. Let Γ be a group grading on an algebra A. Suppose that Γ admits a realization as a G Γ -grading for some group G Γ . Denote by κ Γ the corresponding embedding supp Γ ֒→ G Γ . We say that (G Γ , κ Γ ) is the universal group of the grading Γ if for any realization of Γ as a grading by a group G with ψ : supp Γ ֒→ G there exists a unique homomorphism ϕ : G Γ → G such that the following diagram is commutative:
Given a set X, denote by F (X) the free group with the set X of free generators. It is easy to see that if G is a group and Γ : A = g∈G A (g) is a grading, then
and N is the normal closure of the words
Example 1.9. In Example 1.6 the universal group of the gradings Γ 1 and Γ 2 is isomorphic to Z where {−1, 0, 1} ⊆ Z is the embedding of the support.
In the definition above the universal group of a grading Γ is a pair (G Γ , κ Γ ). In [14, Theorem 4.3] the authors have shown that the first component of this pair can be an arbitrary finitely presented group. More precisely, for any finitely presented group G there exists n ∈ N and an elementary grading Γ on the algebra of all n × n matrices such that G Γ ∼ = G. Remark 1.10. For each grading Γ one can define a category C Γ where the objects are all pairs (G, ψ) such that G is a group and Γ can be realized as a G-grading with ψ : supp Γ ֒→ G being the embedding of the support. In this category the set of morphisms between (G 1 , ψ 1 ) and (G 2 , ψ 2 ) consists of all group homomorphisms f : G 1 → G 2 such that the diagram below is commutative:
Categories and functors related to graded algebras have been studied extensively (see e.g. [19] ) and several important pairs of adjoint functors have been noticed (see Section 2 for a brief summary). Each category consisted of algebras graded by a fixed group, i.e. isomorphisms in those categories coincided with isomorphisms of gradings. In order to obtain a proper categorical framework for weak equivalences, we introduce the category, which we denote by GrAlg F (or GrAlg 1 F , if we restrict ourselves to unital algebras and unital homomorphisms), that consists of all associative algebras graded by different groups where the morphisms are all homomorphisms of algebras that map each graded component into some graded component. Here the induced partial maps on the grading groups come into play naturally.
In Section 3 we show that the assignment of the support to a grading leads to an oplax 2-functor. In order to get an ordinary functor R (respectively, R 1 , if will deal with unital algebras) from the category of graded algebras to the category of groups that assigns to each grading its universal group, we restrict the sets of morphisms in the categories of graded algebras to the sets of graded homomorphisms that are injective on each graded components (Section 4). We call such homomorphisms graded injective and denote the resulting categories by GrAlg F and GrAlg It turns out that in order to force R and R 1 to have a left adjoint we have to restrict our consideration very much, e.g. to group algebras of groups that do not have non-trivial one dimensional representations. In that case we even get an isomorphism of categories (Proposition 8.1).
To sum up, even without a restriction of the sets of morphisms, the categories GrAlg F and GrAlg 1 F of algebras graded by all groups are quite different from the categories where the grading group is fixed.
Change of the grading group and the free-forgetful adjunction
In order to give the reader an opportunity to compare the categories and functors constructed and studied in the current paper with those studied in the literature earlier, we recall two classical examples of adjunctions in the categories related to graded algebras. The algebras below are associative, but not necessarily unital or commutative. Our particular interest in non-unital algebras originates from the theory of polynomial identities where the adjunction of the unit element to an algebra can completely change its polynomial identities.
If A and B are objects in a category A, we denote the set of morphisms A → B by A (A, B) .
Let Alg G F be the category of (not necessarily unital) associative algebras over a field F graded by a group G. The morphisms in Alg G F are all the homomorphisms of algebras
For any group homomorphism ϕ : G → H, denote by U ϕ the functor Alg 
. We have a natural bijection Alg
Another example of an adjunction is the free-forgetful one. It is especially important for the theory of graded polynomial identities [1, 2, 3, 9, 12] .
Let G be a group and let Set G * be the category whose objects are sets X, containing a distinguished element 0, with a fixed decomposition
We have an obvious forgetful functor U : Alg G F → Set G * that assigns to each graded algebra A the object
This functor has a left adjoint functor
G * the free non-unital associative algebra F X\{0} on the set X\{0} which is endowed with the grading defined by
Here we have a natural bijection
First of all, we notice that both examples deal with the categories Alg G F where for each category the grading group is fixed, i.e. the notion of isomorphism in Alg G F coincides with the notion of graded isomorphism. Second, although the functor U ϕ changes the grading group, the grading on U ϕ (A) is not necessarily weakly equivalent to the grading on A.
In order to deal with weak equivalences of gradings, below we introduce the category GrAlg F of algebras over the field F graded by arbitrary groups, in which the notion of isomorphism coincides with the notion of weak equivalence of gradings.
3. The category GrAlg F and the corresponding oplax 2-functor We say that a homomorphism ψ : A → B between graded algebras A = g∈G A (g) and
. Any graded homomorphism of graded algebras induces a map between subsets of the supports of the gradings. This gives rise to several functors which we study below.
Let GrAlg F be the category where the objects are group gradings on (not necessarily unital) associative algebras over a field F and morphisms are graded homomorphisms between the corresponding algebras.
By GrAlg 1 F we denote the category where the objects are group gradings on unital associative algebras over a field F and morphisms are graded unital homomorphisms between the corresponding algebras.
Consider also the category C where:
• the objects are triples (G, S, P ) where G is a group, S ⊆ G is a subset, and P ⊆ S ×S is a subset such that {gh | (g, h) ∈ P } ⊆ S;
• the identity morphism for (G, S, P ) is (id S , S, P );
There exists an obvious functor-like map L : GrAlg F → C where for Γ :
and for a graded morphism ϕ : Γ → Γ 1 , where
As we will see in Example 3.1 below, L is not an ordinary functor: L(ϕ 1 )L(ϕ 2 ) is not necessarily equal to L(ϕ 1 ϕ 2 ). In order to overcome this difficulty, we endow the sets of morphisms C((G 1 , S 1 , P 1 ), (G 2 , S 2 , P 2 )) with a partial ordering : we say that (
1) but the inequality (3.1) can be strict:
be a Z/2Z-graded algebra, where
and
Now we are going to put L in an appropriate categorical framework using the notion of an enriched category. A category A is enriched over another category B, if the hom-objects A(a, b) are objects of B and the composition and the assignment of the identity morphism are morphisms in B.
(See the precise definition in [15, Section 1.2].)
Recall that each partially ordered set (or poset) (M, ) is a category where the objects are the elements m ∈ M and if m n, then there exists a single morphism m → n. If m n, then there is no morphism m → n. Denote by Cat the category of small categories. Since the notion of a Cat-enriched category coincides with the notion of a 2-category, every category enriched over posets is a 2-category. The partial ordering turns C into a category enriched over posets and, in particular, a 2-category where 0-cells are triples (G, S, P ), 1-cells are triples (ψ, R, Q) and from 1-cell (ψ 1 , R 1 , Q 1 ) to 1-cell (ψ 2 , R 2 , Q 2 ) there exists a 2-cell if and only if (
Between 2-categories one can consider strict 2-functors that preserve the composition laws and the identity 1-and 2-cells, as well as (op)lax 2-functors F where equalities F (ϕ 1 )F (ϕ 2 ) = F (ϕ 1 ϕ 2 ) for 1-cells ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 are substituted with an existence of a 2-cell between the corresponding 1-cells F (ϕ 1 )F (ϕ 2 ) and F (ϕ 1 ϕ 2 ). The difference between a lax 2-functor and an oplax 2-functor is in the direction in which that 2-cell goes. (See the details and the precise definition of an (op)lax 2-functor in [16, p. 83] and [6, p. 29] .)
In this terminology, the inequality (3.1) means that there is a 2-cell between L(ϕ 1 )L(ϕ 2 ) and L(ϕ 1 ϕ 2 ). This turns L to an oplax 2-functor between GrAlg F and C if we treat the category GrAlg F as a 2-category with discrete hom-categories (i.e. the only 2-cells in GrAlg F are the identity 2-cells between morphisms). All the equalities in the definition of an oplax 2-functor hold, since in the categories that are posets all diagrams commute.
Obviously, one can restrict the domain of L to the category GrAlg 1 F and consider the same phenomenon in the case of unital graded algebras.
The universal grading group functors
In the previous section we showed that the functor-like map L that assigns to each grading its support is not an ordinary functor, but a 2-functor. In the current section we would like to introduce a functor that is similar to L, but is an ordinary functor. In order to do so, we restrict the sets of possible morphisms. In addition, instead of considering the support of the grading, we assign to a grading the group generated by the support and the corresponding relations, namely, the universal grading group.
We call a graded homomorphism graded injective if its restriction to each homogeneous component is an injective map. For example, any unital graded homomorphism of a group algebra to any unital graded algebra is graded injective since all group elements are mapped to invertible elements.
Consider the category GrAlg F where the objects are group gradings on (not necessarily unital) associative algebras over a field F and morphisms are graded injective homomorphisms between the corresponding algebras. We have an obvious functor R : GrAlg F → Grp where for Γ : A = g∈G A (g) we have R(Γ) := G Γ and for a graded injective morphism ϕ : Γ → Γ 1 , where
One can also restrict his consideration to unital algebras. Denote by GrAlg 1 F the category where the objects are group gradings on unital associative algebras over a field F and morphisms are unital graded injective homomorphisms between the corresponding algebras.
Denote by R 1 the restriction of the functor R to the category GrAlg 1 F . We call R and R 1 the universal grading group functors.
When it is clear, with which grading an algebra A is endowed, we identify A with the grading on it and treat A as an object of the corresponding category.
In the sections below we study the categories GrAlg F , GrAlg 1 F , GrAlg F , and GrAlg 1 F as well as the functors R and R 1 introduced above.
Categorical constructions in
GrAlg F and GrAlg
F
In this section we investigate the existence of (co)products and (co)equilizers in GrAlg F and in GrAlg It is easy to see that the product of a graded algebra A with the zero algebra is isomorphic to A. Also, if two algebras A and B both have the trivial grading, then their product as non-graded algebras (again with the trivial grading) will be still their product in GrAlg F and, if A and B are unital, in GrAlg Proof. We will prove the both cases GrAlg F and GrAlg 1 F simultaneously. In the latter case A and B are assumed to be unital.
Choose
, we find the unique homogeneous element c 1 : 
. Then ψ 0 (x) = c 1 , ψ 0 (y) = c 2 , ψ 0 (z) = c 3 and they belong to the same component in A × B.
If we define α 0 by α 0 (x) = a (t) , α 0 (y) = a (t) , α 0 (z) = 0 and β 0 by 
Combining both observations, we obtain that c 1 and c ′ 1 belong to the same component in A × B. Hence π(c 1 ) = a (g) and π(c ′ 1 ) = a (t) belong to the same component in A. Thus g = t and we get a contradiction. Therefore, A × B exists neither in GrAlg F nor in GrAlg 1 F . Now we give an example of graded algebras for which the coproduct does not exist. 
Consider the associative algebra C with the basis {1 C , x, y, z, xy, yz, zy, yx, xyz, zyx} where all the other products of x, y, z are zero. Define a grading on C by the free group F (X, Z) by x ∈ C (X) ; 1 C , y ∈ C (1) ; z ∈ C (Z) . Define unital graded homomorphisms α : A → C and β : B → C by
Then there exists a unique morphism ψ : A ⊔ B → C such that the diagram below is commutative:
Suppose that A ⊔ B is graded by a group G. Since i and j map homogeneous elements to homogeneous elements, there exist g, h, t ∈ G such that
Since a, c ∈ A F we require that both α and β are unital.) Proof. It is obvious that C is a graded subalgebra of A. We have to show that for every homomorphism γ : D → A of graded algebras such that αγ = βγ there exists a unique graded homomorphism ϕ : D → C such that γ = iϕ:
However this follows from the fact that for every homogeneous
Since D is the linear span of its homogeneous components, ϕ(D) ⊆ C and ϕ is just the restriction of the codomain for γ.
In the proposition below we give an example of a parallel pair of graded homomorphisms having no coequilizer. Recall that in our notation F (x, y) is the free group of rank two generated by the symbols x, y. 
Then there exists a unique morphism ψ : C → D such that ψγ = ϕ: Proof. Let C be the algebra of all polynomials in the variable x with coefficients from F with a constant term in the case of GrAlg 1 F and without a constant term in the case of GrAlg F , endowed with the degree Z-grading. Then for every homogeneous a ∈ A there exists a unique graded homomorphism λ : C → A such that λ(x) = a. Hence if there existed some a, b ∈ g∈G A (g) , a = b, such that f (a) = f (b), it would be possible to construct graded homomorphisms λ, µ : C → A such that λ(x) = a, µ(x) = b, i.e. λ = µ, but f λ = f µ. Therefore, the "only if" part is proved.
Suppose now that f : A → B is a graded homomorphism such that for every homogeneous a, b ∈ A, a = b, we have f (a) = f (b). Let α, β : D → A be two graded homomorphisms such that f α = f β. Then for every homogeneous
Since D is the linear span of its homogeneous components, we have α = β and f is a monomorphism.
Note that not every graded injective homomorphism is a monomoprhism in GrAlg F or GrAlg 1 F . For example, the augmentation map aug : F G → F , aug g∈G α g u g := g∈G α g , is graded injective but not a monomorphism for a nontrivial group G. Below we give an example of a monomorphism which is not an injective map. 6. Categorical constructions in GrAlg F and GrAlg
We begin with an example of graded algebras for which the product in GrAlg F and GrAlg 1 F exists and is quite different from their product as non-graded algebras. Recall that by (u g ) g∈G we denote the standard basis in a group algebra F G. Proposition 6.1. Let G and H be groups and let F be a field. Then
the product of F G and F H (with the standard gradings) in both categories GrAlg F and u (α,g,h) ) = αu g and π 2 (u (α,g,h) ) = u h for α ∈ F × , g ∈ G, h ∈ H. Obviously, they are graded injective.
Suppose there exists a graded algebra A and graded injective homomorphisms ϕ 1 : A → F G and ϕ 2 : A → F H. We claim that there exists a unique graded injective homomorphism ϕ : A → F (F × × G × H) such that the following diagram commutes:
g g P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
First we notice that, since each graded component of F G has dimension one and ϕ 1 is graded injective, each graded component of A must have dimension at most one. Suppose now that the graded injective homomorphism ϕ indeed exists. Let a ∈ A be a nonzero homogeneous element. Then ϕ(a) must be homogeneous too, i.e. ϕ(a) = αu (β,g,h) for some scalars α, β ∈ F × and group elements g ∈ G, h ∈ H. Then ϕ 1 (a) = π 1 ϕ(a) = αβu g and ϕ 2 (a) = π 2 ϕ(a) = αu h , i.e. ϕ(a) is uniquely determined by ϕ 1 (a) and ϕ 2 (a).
Given ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 , the homomorphism ϕ is defined as follows. If ϕ 1 (a) = λu g and ϕ 1 (a) = µu h , then ϕ(a) = µu (λ/µ,g,h) .
Corollary 6.2. If the field F consists of more than 2 elements, then the functors R and R 1 do not have left adjoints.
Proof. Each functor that has a left adjoint preserves limits (see e.g. [17, Chapter V, Section 5, Theorem 1]) and, in particular, products. However,
in the case when both groups G and H are finite.
In the next section (see Propositions 7.1 and 7.2) we prove that the restriction on the cardinality of the field is redundant, that is, for any field F the functors R and R 1 do not have left adjoints. Now we present an example of algebras for which their product in GrAlg F and GrAlg 1 F does not exist.
, algebras of polynomials in commutative variables with coefficients from a field F , endowed with the degree Z-grading. Then the product of A and B exists neither in GrAlg F nor in GrAlg Now we use the same trick as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. For any nonzero (and therefore non-nilpotent) homogeneous a ∈ A and b ∈ B, there exist unique graded injective homomorphisms α : C → A and β : C → B such that α(x) = a and β(x) = b. Now the definition of a product implies that there exists a unique graded injective homomorphism ψ : C → A × B such that π(ψ(x)) = a and ρ(ψ(x)) = b:
Since ψ is uniquely determined by the image of x, there exists the unique non-nilpotent homogeneous element c : Below we show that coproducts in GrAlg F and GrAlg 
f f ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ϕ 2 y y s s s s s s s s s s
∈ F H} be the algebra with the componentwise operations where the G × H-grading is defined by ( h) for all g ∈ G and h ∈ H. Now let ψ 1 : F G → F G × F H and ψ 2 : F H → F G × F H be the natural embeddings. Then there must exist ψ : A → F G × F H such that the following diagram commutes:
% % ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ F H i 2 f f ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ψ 2 x x r r r r r r r r r r
and we get a contradiction since i 1 (u g )i 2 (u h ) = 0 is a homogeneous element as a product of homogeneous elements and ψ is graded injective.
At the same time, the coproduct of F G and F H in GrAlg 1 F equals F (G * H), the group algebra of the coproduct of G and H in the category of groups. In Proposition 6.5 below we construct an example of graded algebras having no coproduct in both GrAlg F and GrAlg There must exist ϕ : A → A 0 such that the following diagram commutes:
In particular, ϕ(i 1 (a 1 )i 2 (a 2 )) = a 1 a 2 = 0. Since both i 1 (a 1 ) and i 2 (a 2 ) are homogeneous elements and ϕ is graded injective, we get There must exist ψ : A → B such that the following diagram commutes:
In particular, ψ(i 1 (a 1 )i 2 (a 2 )) = b 1 b 2 = 0 and we get a contradiction with (6.1).
Note that the map i in Proposition 5.3 is injective and therefore graded injective. Hence the embeddings GrAlg F ⊂ GrAlg F and GrAlg Proof. Suppose that there exists a coequilizer h : B → C. Then hf = hg. Since h is graded injective and the grading on B is trivial, h is injective and f = g. We get a contradiction. 
(If f (a) = 0, we put k := 1.) Since f is graded injective and a i and b j are homogeneous, we have a
we have a = b = 0 and the "only if" part is proved. Suppose k > 1. As before, denote by C the algebra of all polynomials in the variable x with coefficients from F with a constant term in the case of GrAlg 1 F and without a constant term in the case of GrAlg F , endowed with the degree Z-grading. LetC = C/(x k ). Denote byx the image of x inC. Then there exist unique graded injective homomorphisms α, β :
Since f is a monomorphism, we have α = β and a = α(x) = β(x) = b. Now the "only if" part is proved completely.
The "if" part follows from Proposition 5.5, since in this case f is a monomorphism even in GrAlg F (respectively, in GrAlg 1 F ).
Proof of Theorem B
In this section we show that, unlike functors considered in Section 2, the functors R : GrAlg F → Grp and R 1 : GrAlg 1 F → Grp defined in Section 4, which assign to each grading its universal group, have neither left nor right adjoints. The combination of the following three propositions implies Theorem B.
Proposition 7.1. The functor R has no left adjoint.
Proof. Suppose K is left adjoint for R. Then we have a natural bijection
We claim that for each group H the grading K(H) is a grading on the zero algebra. Suppose K(H) : A = g∈G A (g) and A = 0. Let Λ be a set of indices such that |Λ| > | Hom(H, G K(H) )|. Consider the direct sum λ∈Λ A of copies of A where each copy retains its G-grading K(H). Denote by Ξ the resulting G-grading on λ∈Λ A.
)| which contradicts the existence of the natural bijection. Hence for each group H the grading K(H) is a grading on the zero algebra. In particular, each set GrAlg F (K(H), Γ) contains exactly one element.
If H is a nontrivial group and F H is its group algebra with the standard grading Γ, then Grp(H, R(Γ)) = Hom(H, H) contains more than one element (at least the identity map and the homomorphism mapping everything to 1 H ) and we once again get a contradiction. Hence the left adjoint functor for R does not exist.
The trick with infinite direct sums works only if the resulting algebra is allowed to be non-unital. On the other hand, for unital algebras A one can use the existence of the homomorphic embedding F · 1 A → A. Proof. Suppose K is left adjoint for R 1 . Then we have a natural bijection
We claim that for any group H the grading K(H) is the grading on an algebra isomorphic to F . Indeed, let H be a group and let K(H) : A = g∈G A (g) . Denote by Υ the grading on F by the trivial group. Then Grp(H, R 1 (Υ)) and GrAlg (1) the identity map A → A; (2) the composition of the following two graded injective homomorphisms: ϕ and the embedding F · 1 A → A. Since R 1 (Ξ) is the trivial group and Grp(H, R 1 (Ξ)) consists of a single element, we get ker ϕ = 0 and A ∼ = F .
In particular, GrAlg 1 F (K(H), Γ) contains exactly one element for all H and Γ. Considering a nontrivial group H and its group algebra F H with the standard grading Γ, we obtain that Grp(H, R(Γ)) = Hom(H, H) contains more than one element and we get a contradiction. Hence the left adjoint functor for R 1 does not exist.
The proof of the absence of right adjoints is identical for both R and R 1 . Proof. We consider the functor R. Then functor R 1 is treated analogously.
Suppose K is right adjoint for R. Then we have a natural bijection Grp(R(Γ), H) → GrAlg F (Γ, K(H)).
Note that the set Grp(R(Γ), H) is always non-empty since it contains at least the homomorphism that maps everything to 1 H . Fix a group H. Let K(H) : A = g∈G A (g) . Let B be an F -algebra with the cardinality |B| that is greater than the cardinality |A|. For example, B = End F V where V is a vector space with a basis that has a cardinality greater than |A|. Let Γ be the grading on B by the trivial group. Then for every g ∈ G there exist no injective maps B → A (g) and therefore the set GrAlg F (Γ, K(H)) is empty. We get a contradiction. Therefore the right adjoint functor for R does not exist.
The results above alongside with their proofs show that, in order to get indeed an adjuction, one must restrict the category of algebras to algebras that are well determined by their universal grading group.
Adjunction in the case of group algebras
Let F be a field and let Grp ′ F be the category where the objects are groups G that do not have non-trivial one dimensional representations (in other words, H 1 (G, F × ) = 0) and the morphisms are all group homomorphisms. Let GrpAlg ′ F be the category where the objects are group algebras F G of groups G from Grp ′ F with the standard grading and the morphisms are all non-zero graded homomorphisms. Let U be the functor GrpAlg for ϕ : F G 1 → F G 2 . Denote by F − the functor which associates to each group its group algebra over the field F . Proof. Let ϕ : F G → F H be a non-zero graded homomorphism. Then ϕ(u g 0 ) = 0 for some g 0 ∈ G and ϕ(u g 0 ) = ϕ(u g 0 u −1 g )ϕ(u g ) = 0 implies ϕ(u g ) = 0 for all g ∈ G. Hence ϕ is graded injective. Therefore ϕ is determined by group homomorphisms ψ : G → H and α : G → F × such that ϕ(u g ) = α(g)u ψ(g) for g ∈ G. Since G does not have non-trivial one dimensional representations, α is trivial and we have the natural bijection θ G,A . The equalities F U(−) = 1 GrpAlg 
